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CHARLIE WHITNEY

Plus articles from .. .
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GOOD NEWS BAD NEWS
Notable Family News ...
• See For Mil es Records is planning yet another reissue of their Family
holdings ... The y a re releasing MUSIC IN A DOLL 'S HOUSE and FAMILY
ENTERTAINMENT a s a 2-CD package. The 20-bit Super Bit Mapping
(SBM ) discs will b e housed in a hardback CD-sized book with a 40
page booklet of rare photos and extensive sleeve notes. Also. Family's first sing le, "Sc ene Through The Eye Of A Lens" I "Gypsy Woman"
will appear as bonus tracks for the first time. officially, on CD .

Remembe r. stories, revi e ws or any babble you want to see
in print are always welcome at Weaver's Answer HQ.
This publication © 1999.
Contact Info:
Patrick Little
425 8th Str t
Ann Arbor, Ml48103 USA
E-mail : song to rme@aol.com
Subsc ription prices :
North Americ a - $4 ea c h o r $1 2 tor 11 I 11 a
Rest of World U.S $$ $') <1 il • 11 1 , to t 4 I u s
II
\L £3 each

• Roge r Chapman : the next batc h of Esse ntial remasters out on Nov mbo r 8th lnc lud Th Shado w Kn o ws (ES MC D81 3), Zipper
(1'1 M( [)8 111), / c /11 10 1'1/Son IS (T SMCD815), and Wa lking The Cat
(I ''M 1 B 16). Mn nno rm y opp o r d som etime si nce Issue 6, as
ES MC ()6 / 9.

or £10 tor 4 I sues

AL STEWART
On the latest sounds in Blind D
(Melody Maker, Jan . 2,, 1 70)
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• Family In p rint: two books published this year devote some space to
Family ... London Live (Miller Freeman Books, 1999) c arries this subtitle:
" From the Yardbirds to Pink Floyd to the Sex Pistols : The Inside Story of
Live Bands in the Capital's Trail-Blazing Music Clubs." It focuses on
acts appearing at the Marquee from 1967-1977 . There are quite a
few photos. although none are of Family. The author interviewed
C harli e Whitney for the book, and his words appear in a few places.
Th a uth o r. Tony Ba con. has a number of guitar books to his name
( // 10 Ulllmal Guita r Book. The Bass Book) and is a known Family fan .
Whate ver Happe ne d to ... (Blandford, 1999) by Bill Harry is a reference
book of popular bands who have supposedly disappeared . Family
gets a brief entry with somewhat inaccurate "where-are-they-nows."

• lu who l h ill i111 hut t h 111 o•hu t i on on
ctll>l , I wl h I • oulcl •r I n •ru i t 1
ti d 1 l t '
I nc 1 <I hly h utltul.

Fami ly? Oh lh l h a ca l c h on . Hog 1's got a
really disll nc t l v voice. Las t t i me I saw him w
were both t.1 y I ncr t o hide behind a small screen
trying to c ov 1 th indignity of the fact that
neither of us w • w aring any trousers.

• Charlie Whitney: his upcoming rel e ase. Electric Alibi, has been delayed due to artwork problems. A postcard in August revealed that
Los Racketeeros played "Hula, Country and Blues" at the Globe Inn
on the Isle of Wight for Cowes Week 1999.
• John Wotton : two new releases on Voiceprint include Sub Rosa
Live in Milan, an acoustic concert recorded in July 1998, and Mogul
Thrash. a reissue of that band's 1970 self-titled album. The ho rn -roc k
band featured a young Wetton (right before he join ed Family) and
two fellows from the Average White Band. The U.S. labe l Re naissance
will soon have three state-side reissues: Caught in th e Crossfire (his
first. from 1980), Arkangel (1997) and Welton's latest, NO MA NSLA ND .
Welton will also team up with Carl Palmer for "Qango," a o ne o ff project that will perform three British shows later this ye ar, In Ne wc astle,
Birmingham. and London .
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FAMILY
Birmingham Town Hall.
Dec. 5th. 1970
Tony Sf wurt
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Family have seven\ I ld
lo t h it musical
abilities, on one hand lhe s otl intricate
acoustic melodies and on the other hand,
pounding music. They demonstrated both to
2,000 very receptive people at Birmingham
Town Hall on Friday. At first the atmosphere
was very relaxed, the group sat around the
stage and produced some very absorbing
sounds, chatting to the audience as often as
possible. Opening with 'Anyway' they played
two acoustic numbers which illustrated the
capabilities of John Weider on violin, Poli
Palmer on piano and vibes and John Whitney on
acoustic guitar.
Many numbers in lhe first set were from their
new album, Including the confused, clanging
'Nonnl!II' s ' in 3/4 time- but this time with
lhe addition of vocals by Roger Chapman. The
s cond a t was heavy, starting with the powtiul 'Down The Road'? which included a very
funky guitar lead.
Rob Townsend thrashed around his kit providing some intricate beats. The others played a
variety of instruments including Organ, Piano, Vibes, Violin, Twin Neck guitars and Six
String Bass. Alas, at times the music lost
It's strength in the confusion, especially
d111 I nq lhe thirty minute 'Song For Me'. Roger
I'll pmnn wa 8 lost at lim 8 and had gL·eat dif11<•ulty flndlnq tllf k•Y nd ltnc•hinq high
nol 8 , but thI s w
1 pa I v d hy 1\1) old rock
twelve una whl< •h ll\11111 d Ilk
' lly lly
Johnny.'
But The l'nmlly " "" at Wil li L II vlnq with Ill>
electroni c Ia
kllut • , lta ll t lJll<IIIIIIII BI L' , In cluding ' No Noll s l•'nn I, ' 'Good N ws Uttd
News,' and t h
xt nd d 'W ttvers Answe1.· '.
However, a lot "I disappoint d fans wandered
into the s 1 t ot Bil.·mingham, only one
three minut.

Roy Hollingworth writes
about rock violin
This article from Melody Maker, printed either late 7969 or early 1970, has a few words
about Family players Ric Grech and John
Weider. The whole piece is included here
because it really paints an interesting perspective on the infancy of violin in rock.

A LOT OF BANDS are on the fiddle. Since the sawing, searing arrival of Don "Sugarcane" Harris on a rock violin, the format of
the rock band is changing in a big way. You don't just talk
about tasty lead guitarists any more, you talk about fiddlers
as well.
Surprising really, because, oh what a bore a fiddle was. Surely
no one ever imagined a cool longhair on fiddle. Surely no one
ever imagined that a longhair on rock fiddle could cause as
much hysterical audience excitement as a brash electric citizen
on guitar.
A violin was something you tried to learn at school, something
that deformed your hand, grazed your chin, and even matched an
old tom cat for wining screeches. So we all took to guitar instead ---with a Weedon book you could be jamming on "Bobbie
Shaftoe" overnight.
But not so the fiddle. You can't con anyone with fiddle playing, because if you can't play it, you can't play it. Yet over
the past few years it has spewed out some interesting players -- and today the role of a violinist is not restricted to village fetes, orchestras, or folk clubs.
The age of the rock fiddle has dawned. But like a fad in a form
of music that thriv s on fads, will it just be a temporary
thing? In many bands it is now an established instrument. But
how successful is it really?
Ask anyone these days to name a violinist, and your head friend
is going to reply without hesitation --- Goodman, Harris,
Grech, Arbus, Richard Green, Weider. The list becomes longer by
the month. Now we have Darryl Way of Curved Air. Already he has
been termed brilliant. That may be right, but however good that
is, that brilliance has not been reached overnight, or in a
couple if years. Your violin players have been studying for a
decade or more.
Says Way: "Picking up a violin, compared with picking up a guitar does offer a much harder task for the player. The transition from a learner violinist to a violinist is a hell of a lot
harder. I don't really see success for the player who picks the
instrument up and thinks he can play rock. Well, let's put it
this way, the violinists I've heard who haven't been fully
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trained haven't been awfully good. I first picked up the instrument.when I wa~ eight, put it down and started again at 14. During
my t~me at mus~c college I became rather bored, wanting something
else to play. I hadn't seen rock blinds as such. But then I went
out and saw Spooky Tooth, and the Nice, saw what they were doing
and realised a violin could be pl11y d within rock. It wasn't be-'
cause I'd seen Grech, becaus 1 n v 1 kn w about him."
What technical differenc s did
violin for rock?
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"With classical music you've gol to h pt cl
and p rf c , nd
extremely careful what you play. With 10ck you'v got to b big
ger, .louder, somehow ~xpressing movement with the music. Debasing
the ~nstrument? Certa~nly not. I've never thought about it being
widely used --- but I feel it's equally as acceptable as guitar.
Instrument producers have yet to produce an electric violin, I get
mine made up by an electrician, and it's a tricky task."
Way is at present having an all-perspex fiddle made. The first
space-age model?
DAVE ARBUS of East of Eden is one of the most entertaining fiddlers around. A good showman, he's been sawing for 16 years.
"I saw that a violin could be used in rock about three years ago,
that's why I started. But what I will say is that as yet, the exponent, or how should I say, THE rock violinist has yet to appear.
The person who can play violin like Hendrix played guitar has yet
to come, and I think that he will come. Not many people could
learn to play the instrument, it's such a hard thing to play. The
cont~nuing popul arity of the instrument will be down to whether
THE rock fiddler arrives.
"You see the reason for the popularity at the moment is because
people are getting tired of the guitar, but that's not enough
really, it couldn't succeed as a novelty thing. I only think there
are three good violinists around --- Sugarcane Harris, possibly
that chap with Curved Air, but I'm not sure about him yet. And
then there's me. I don't rate Jerry Goodman. But the three of us I
feel have derived encouragement from each other. Personally I felt
very isolated at the start, but possibly
feel a littl better now.
"Technique training is c rL lnly n d d
before a player can aLL mpl tock. JL's
such a bloody awkward lnaL1um nt, it's
unnatural. You've got Lo ac tllp wit h on
hand, and twist the oLh 1 into such
weird contortions. Mor Lh n 11ny olh r
instrument it has to b
Ilk n up
an
early age. I'm not parLicul rly bothered
about it becoming popula , 1 n v r like
to see myself as crusading."
THE FIRST electrified violinist I ever
saw was when Rick Grech introduced it
into the old Family unit. I all looked
very strange. Here was Rick with a fag
on, playing a fiddle with a pick-up al6

most hanging off with sticking-tape and string. But it worked, it
was interesting. It sounded different. And Rick could play a violin.
Rick, now with Traffic, and still using electrified violin told me
in a recent interview: "The first guy I ever heard play rock violin was Sugarcane Harris on 'Stretching Out.' I thought: man, what
a tremendous sound, and I wanted to do it. I could play violin,
and I put it in gradually with Family, and in the end I was playing a hell of a lot.
"Now I get a real sense of feeling when I look in the MM pop musicians poll, and see three or four violinists in the table. It's
good to see people accept the instrument, because I think it might
be my favourite. I only wish I could make electric violin sound
like a real violin, but as yet, that's pretty impossible."
No doubt it will cause argument, but Rick has every right to feel
proud. He was the first to give it a good, long try --- and succeed as well. His playing was not an ego thing, it fitted in well
with Family's constant progression.
JOHN "WILLY" WEIDER, who succeeded Grech
on bass and violin with Family doesn't use
the instrument to the excess that Grech
did. He prefers to think of it more as a
back-up instrument.
Says Willy: "I can't really see the violin
becoming too popular, because any group
that uses it has got to be a bit strange
you know. Let's put it this way, I can't
see it successfully becoming a lead instrument as such, but as
something to have around, it's nice.
"But it's amazing to see really that even
guys in semi-pro bands are going around
using the instrument. But you wouldn't
really see highly rated lead violinists
John Welder
until Clapton took it up. When I was with
the Animals Eric Burdon persuaded me to
take it up on stage, and use it for the 'Paint it Black' riff. I
knew Rick Grech was using one with Family at the time, and it was
good to start playing the old thing again. I had five years classical training with it, and I believe that's pretty essential.
"Another thing I find--- by the time I've finished a set with
violin, guitar, and bass, I'm nearly a bloody cripple. My hands
are just about to drop off. It's such a hard thing to play, a violin. I'm writing quite a lot of stuff for use with the violin, and
I hope it's original. Darryl Way is a fine musician, but I don't
really see him as being original, in fact there's only one violinist for me, and that's Richard Green of Sea Train. Now he's amazing. It maybe annoys classical gents to see us using it, but I'm
happy with what I'm doing, and hope they are with what they are
doing--- and that's that."

Ric Grech

TWO FAMILIES

FAMILY

[a poor translation by myself and a computer]

London,
Royal Albert Hall,
Dec. 12, 1970

Jerry Gilbert (Sounds, Dec. 30. 1970)
Family's performance at the Albert Hall last week was introduced with a preamble about Golden Cookie awards for the year,
and also the promise of a first set acoustic and a second set
of heavier material, but the band drew no distinction here, instead the conflict seemed to be between their stage approach
and exploits on record. For where as we are used to hearing
plenty of good music on record, there was really little more
than an exciting, rhythmic cacophony for much of the concert.
The lightweight and heavy numbers were not kept apart, and if
you were looking for points to criticize in their fluidity,
balance and musical precision, then there was plenty of scope
for the critics. But in the end Family earned themselves a terrific respond for their exuberant display.
At the outset it was nervous enthusiasm as they staggered into
'Anyway' and recaptured none of the beauty of 'Some Poor Soul'.
In fact the whole concert was plunging when Family suddenly
struck complete compatibility midway through the instrumental
'Norman's. • Then 'Lives and Ladies' and 'Holding The Compass'
showed just what they are capable of producing.
In the second set there was no holding back or restraining
their enthusiasm as they unleashed great avalanches of sound in
strong rhythmic patterns via piano, flute, vibes, organ
(Palmer), violin (Weider), double necked guitar (Whitney) and
drums (Townsend).
' Part Of The Load,' 'Drowned In Wine,'
'The Procession,' ' Good News Bad News,' 'The Weavers Answer',
'A Song For Me,' and 'St r ange Band' played at full tilt, and
you'll understand why the i diot dancers were moved into action.
Imagine a succession of

(Musicrama. Olympia Theatre, Paris. January 10, 1970?)
JACQUES CHABIRON, Rock and Folk Magazine
One is slightly filled with wonder to see such a line being
formed in front of Olympia, to
listen to a group which, this
time last year, would not have
filled a quarter of the room
undoubtedly. Family had been the
revelation of "Operation
666" (see no. 37), and this year
Olympia was at least as packed as
for Ten Years After: it has been
like this for Family; one saw
them in Wight, Pop 2 • . • one has
heard of the smoke they make in
England, allowing them to top the
Rolling Stones in Melody Maker
charts. And some LPs haven't sold
well for this group, whose prestige grows of week in week. All
the same, Olympia-MusicoramaEurope 1, attracts such a
crowd ...
Parenthesis
ROGER CHAPMAN (AND FAMILY)

Obviously, from what we've seen
Close to the crowd
Family is an absolutely incomparable group, but nevertheless,
one cannot refrain from making some critical remarks: there
were five of them, yet they occupied only half of the stage,
standing elbow-to-elbow in front of the traditional wall of amplifiers. Chapman's mike had been planted near the edge, insensibly too close to the audience; these musicians apparently
wanted to play in front of them, looking for quasi-physical
contact [that the Alps had unconsciously abandoned??], taking
refuge beneath the stage, protected by a vast extended parquet
floor. A small detail, which shows once more that they are not
French pop musicians, and whose music is not enough by itself
to achieve the required goal, which is, in the final analysis,
pure and simply, a happening.

That was the second set.
A made Family

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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ROGER CHAPMAN APPRE CIATION SOCIETY- Send an Inte rnati o nal
Reply Coupon to Nell Sande rson, 19 Lower Orchard St., Staple ford .
Nottingham. NG9 8DH . UK . Subscription rates for 1999/2000: UK
£3.00- Europe £4 .00 - Inte rnational £5 .00
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It was obvious that the group had almost achieved this before
they even started playing. One didn't come here to make discoveries; one came with pleasure because Family now has a notoriety, having surpassed their first stages. It is beautiful, .
television ••• The group knows it, and Chapman appeared, sm~l
ing, always blushing but never worrying, was not even irritated
to see that his mike didn't work; the minutes passed, and
[host?] Fernand Raynaud anxiously rolled the edges of his cap .
9

Once they started, the equipment never blew again and stopped
45 minutes later with no chance to continue. The music of Family is determined --- it seems --- different from all that the
other groups have done before; it is repetitive
like traditional
rock'n'roll or blues; it
is very difficult to distinguish a thread of discussion, it is as much
rhythm as melody ("Part of
the load"). All the impact
indeed lies in the sparseness, which the group
forces on its audience before releasing it in the
freedom of a tumultuoconfused and high-speed
improvisation. The musicians play furiously, and
in the case of Family, it
is common to see them
sloggin away on an instrument which they systematically destroy. John Whitney will thus use five or
six guitars that a roadie
checks right away; Chapman
will break or throw a good
half of his stock of tambourines --- it is true
that his immense arms
strike them with a terrifying force. In five secJOHN WHITNEY
onds, it miraculously
the road was hard.
calms down into a superb
"Processions" (from
"Family Entertainment").
The ballads alternate with with the heavy pieces and make a
beautiful impact, which proves two things: that people knew the
discs of Family (they played the totality of the album "A song
for me," except for "A song for me" and two or three other
lesser titles), and that the acoustic guitars and the more-orless country music are well accepted by the Paris audience. Besides, one can never see a moment of incomprehension between
the audience and the band, which, completely relaxed, play with
obvious pleasure.
Nor without a shade of violence, either, and it is quite
strange when one thinks of last year's Family, with all of the
slack jaws when these five unattractive boys appeared: dark,
worrying, they conquered their audience thanks only to the absolute power of their music and the dramatic intensity of their
stage show. Chapman spoke no words to the audience or his musicians. He sang like a demon, vibrating of all fibres of his
body. Family played its music, indifferent to the reactions of
an audience which had never seen that, and which will undoubtedly never see it again. Palmer, Townsend, Whitney, Weider and
Chapman understood that the road was hard, that to make it it
was necessary save, especially when one is doing well and roll10

ing in money. That is what makes ruins music, or sim~ly is not
justified. The causes are forgot~en or they lose th~~r reason
for being. And Family, after hav~ng roared, purrs l~ke any
other English group waiting for American recognition. It appears, however, that Americans have t~o lit~le att~ntion to
.
spare; one waits, one wishes, for the~r arr~val wh~ch 7ould, ~n
the long run, rescue some victims off of a large col~ ~eland.
In any case, this Musicorama of January 10 was beaut~ful and
good: thousands of people were pleased.
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FAMILY

~

Edinburgh, Empire, Feb. 27, 1971

l~

John Anderson (Sounds, March. 20, 1971)

Family had hardly warmed up at the Empire, Edinburgh,
/
in fact they ' d only begun to soften up their audience/,~
with 'Part Of The Load' when one voluble jock balled
~
out from the stalls "give us something new!" Roger
Chapman ignored the demand. But when the loud-mouthed
-~
minority kept shouting advice or making requests be~,
tween the next two or three numbers he soaked up the
sweat with a scarlet towel and replied "you're the
:~
only ones who could do this to us, It's amazing" . The
~
majority were delighted to hear Family concentrate on
~
the readily identifiable things like, 'Drowned in
~
Wine, ' 'Wheels,' and as they relentlessly brought
~
their audience to the boil, 'Weavers Answer' and
~
'Strange Band'. Chapman, incomprehensible but physi~
cally magnetic, let himself and the microphone go. The
~·
mike crashed to the ground just short of the front
~
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Family had much to offer, thanks chiefly to
the Chapman dynamo. His larynx must have taken a beating as he raved, croaked, and roared himself into a
frantic rock machine. Musically there was a lot going
on too, notably from John Weider. His violin in the
atmospheric 'Wheels' had a haunting almost eerie qual-

~

:~

~>

~

vibes'/~

: : : t Poli Palmer managed to put across on flute,
and piano was tasty. More than the others however
Palmer seemed to wage a constant battle with the P.A
in a theatre that deserves special consideration in
this department. If it was excitement that this audience craved, they got it from Family.
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1971 Should Be Family's Year
by Jeremy Gilbert
Sounds, Feb. 20, 1971
ONE OF the greatest mysteries of 1970 has been Family's inability to reach the top rung of the ladder. They have been a major
attraction in rock music over the past few years and are used
to seeing their albums in the charts1 yet they have still narrowly failed to attain that special status which distinguishes
the most successful groups from those who always just seem to
miss out.
I'~~~~~But

at the risk of sounding pretentious, the truth of the matter is that
Family are too good for some sections
of the public: their diversity of material is too great to absorb at one
sitting, thus it is usually essential
to see the group at least two or three
times in order to be able to piece together a clear picture of their all
round ability.

Here the subtleties in their music become evident, and a look
at the group individually shows just how endless the possibilities are.
For a start there's drummer Rob Townsend, who at his most exhuberant can whip up the same kind of response to a solo as can
Jon Hiseman. But it's not all power with Rob, who is essentially a tasteful percussionist and knows when to use hand
drums and cymbals.
John Weider, who was once with the Animals, was on the point of
accepting an offer to go to the West Coast of America to do
session work when he joined Family as a replacement for Ric
Grech. And he is one of the few musicians who has come to grips
with the entirely different styles of playing acoustic and
electric guitars, as well as being an excellent violinist.
John Whitney appears to be the anchor man of the group --- cool
and unobtrusive on stage where he plays acoustic guitar and
double - necked electric guitar. Like Richard Thompson of Fairport Convention, he is a vastly underrated musician because he
seeks no attention when on stage. He and Roger Chapman also
provide most of the group's material.

the group have been seen to
score is at festivals, simply because
they manage to throw out more excitement than anyone else, in the form of
their human generator Roger Chapman.

Poli Palmer stepped into the group after a spell with Eclection, and he has more than plugged the gap created by the departure of Jim King. For Poli is a real jack of all trades, and
his pre-Family days were spent largely as a drummer. But in
Family he can be heard alternating between vibes, flute and piano. He has appeared on two of Family's albums, and the interesting point to note is that by featuring mainly flute on one
and piano on the other, he has cast a new shade on Family's
make up.

Chapman is a wiry, cadaverous figure
who twists and writhes around on stage
subhumanly. His voice, too, sounds
scarcely comprehensible --- hollow and
like a creature from another

Roger Chapman's contribution to the group is evident, and it is
a wonder that he withstands the nightly pressure that is upon
him. The interesting point about Chapman is that he now plays
bass on the group's one instrumental number, "Norman's' •, during which he would otherwise be redundant.

E:~i:~~~~~~Where

He is probably the most powerful of
il~ll our rock vocalists, and when he is in
full cry it is time to forget about
FAMILY: essential to see
the subtleties in Family's music and
them often
just focus on the walking corpse which
looks as though it is going to drop at
any minute.

:l

Sending tambourines flying and microphones crashing, Chapman
spearheads a tight flexible unit, who at their most dynamic
feature a couple of guitars, vibes and drums, swinging along in
unison and urging Chapman to greater efforts. "A Song For Me",
"The Weaver's Answer" and "Part of The Load" -- these are the
numbers with which the casual listeners associate Family.
But in order to clearly manifest the other side of the group,
Family have now introduced a Crosby, Stills and Nash-type policy whereby they can split their act into electric and acoustic
sets.

A few months ago came the "Anyway" album, which was another
huge success, and presented one live side. Matched by yet another excellent studio side, this composite album is the Family's best effort to date.
They are clearly still improving, and one feels that in 1971
they will be the group to emerge unscathed and on top.

EQUIPMENT
PA:
8 Sound City 4 x 12 in. cabinets
4 100 Watt Sound City amplifiers
12 WEM ER40 PA cabinets
6 WEM 4 x 12 in. speaker cabinets
4 WEM Horn speaker cabinets
8 WEM 100 Watt HPA slave amplifiers
2 WEM Audio Masters
2 WEM Copycats
1 Fender Amplifier
1 15 Watt Arnpeg Reverb amplifier

DRUMS:
1 Hayman
1 Hayman
1 Hayman
1 Hayman
1 Hayman
1 Ludwig

13

12

24
13
14
16
14
14

in. bass drum
in. Torn Torn
in. Torn Torn
in. Torn Torn
in. snare drum

in. snaz:e drum

MICROPHONES:

CYMBALS:
1 Paiste
1 Paiste
1 Avedis
1 Avedis
1 Avedis

All Shure
12 Unisphere microphones
6 Unidyne microphones
GUITARS:
1 Fender Telecaster guitar
1 Twin Neck Costa Gibson guitar
1 Fender 12-string guitar
1 Martin 028 acoustic guitar
1 Fender bass guitar
Ekco 12-string acoustic guitar
Martin Cello acoustic guitar

18 in. cymbal
20 in. cymbal
Zildjian 18 in. cymbal
Zildjian 14 in. cymbal
Zildjian 6 in. cymbal

PIANO:
1 Hohner Cymbellette piano
OTHER INSTRUMENTS:
1 Premier 75 electrical vibes
1 Maestro model W3
1 Fender Blender
2 Violins
2 Flutes
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FAMILY

"Weavers Answer" EP (Melody Maker, August 1, 1970)
Idiot Dancer supreme Roger Chapman takes us on a new
version of the Family classic on a "value for money"
maxi-single. With prices going up all the time, wot I
sez is, the public deserves a square deal. Roger bleats
and brays with winning skill and the band bounces along
with cunning dexterity. There are also the delights of
"Hung up down" and "Strange Band". Brilliant performances - it would be a wheeze to see them in the maxisingles chart.

OLD SONGS NEW SONGS
March 1971
6. Peace of Mind
7. Hometown
8. The Cat and the Rat
9. No Mule's Fool
10. See Through Windows
11. The Weavers Answer

1. Hung Up Down
2. Today
3. Observations From a Hill
4. Good Friend of Mine
5. Drowned in Wine

All compositions are written by John Whitney and Roger Chapman,
with the assistance of John Weider on Track 2
Various producers and engineers included: David Mason, John
Gilbert. Jimmy Miller, Glyn Johns, Eddie Kramer, George Chkiantz,
Dave Bridges and Anton
Remixed, re dubbed and produced by Family for Bradgate Bush Ltd.
Engineer: George Chklantz. Co ordination: Tony Gourvlsh. Album design: Stuart Weston for F.G.I., Inc. Special thanks to ian Ralfini
Tracks 1, 3, 6, 10, 11 -Ric Grech, bass or violin. Tracks 3, 4, 6, 9, 10, 11 Jim King, tenor, soprano saxophone or harmonica
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This album, a hybrid best-of/singles/remix
record , was put together by Family to promote a U.S. tour planned for the end of
1970. Th e to ur was cancelled, so the album
was re leased In the U.K. in March, 1971 .
Songs from the first three albums are include d , a lo ng with four non-album singles.
Spec ial tre atme nt was given to four numbers, with re-recorded instrumental tracks,
possibly due to the band's dissatisfaction
with the original mixes. The album was an
unusual mid-career release, summarizing
Family's recordings which preceded the
Fearless era. Unfortunately it was a little too unusual, even for Family.
Confusion over whether it was a best-of or not, and for whom it was
actually intended (fans or newbies? U.S. or U.K.?), was probably the
reason that it didn't even chart.
Tracks 1, 3 and 11 were remixed in
the summer of 1970. New instrument
tracks, and new vocals for Track 3.
Tracks 1 and 11 appeared on the
"Strange Band" EP in August 1970.
Track 2 - 1970 A-side, radio edit? A
shortened "radio edit" appears on
the 1998 Essential Records remaster
of Anyway. Track 4 - 1969 8-side, unedited? Tracks 5, 6, 8, 10 - album
tracks, unedited? Track 7 - 1968 8side, new instrument tracks?
Track 9 - 1969 A-side, remixed with
less horn. The original version can be heard on the 1998 Essential Records remaster of A So ng For Me.
format
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LP

197 1

Reprise

RMP 9007

UK Issue

LP

197 1

Reprise

K3400 1

UK re issue

LP

197 1

Reprise

34001

Diff. cove r - Germa n issue

LP

19 71

Rep rise

K34001

Best o f Family - Israeli issue

LP

1971

Reprise

RS 9007

Italian Issue

LP

19 71

Reprise

RS 64 13

rev. c over - Argentina issue

LP

1971

Reprise

12.95

-

---

Viejas Canc ion es Nuevas Canciones
d iff . tr acks- Argentina Issue

MC

19 71

Reprise

K 43400 1

UK issue
..... . .....

Strk

19 71

Reprise
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What to Do About Family?
BY ANDREW BAILEY
(Rolling Stone, April 1, 1971)
[ my actual birthdate .. . Coinc ide nce? I think not.]
LONDON- Family's American press clippings book is nearly
empty. And What is in there is the flotsam of Family's bad
times in the States. The group's British p r ess clippings stuff
two books and spill over into a third. That ' s because every
couple of months, pop paper editors scratch their heads and
wonder what Family are doing.
After all, all their albums have been chart successes, which is
true of only a handful of groups. And they can fill the Albert
Hall on a wet Tuesday night. Which is true of only a handful of
groups and not the same handful that does well with albums. And
they can sell out concert tours.
And after all, the British pop papers are supposed to be covering the underground nowadays, and Family are underground,
aren't they? Because Family first became popular in the days of
UFO, that joss stick joint in Covent Gardens which also produced the Pink Floyd. And nobody seems to know too much about
them, apart from that bloke and his lady who wrote Britain's
first groupie book, which was supposed to be about Family.
On the other hand, they've never said anything political. Don't
seem to say much at all. That lead singer Roger Chapman with
his balding dome-like head; he just keeps repeating "anyway ...
anyway" during gaps in conversations. And Poli Palmer who plays
vibes and flute, doesn't always seem to be helpful. Like when
he went into a rap about how he'd noticed in France that the
kids didn't think you were a sta r unless you traveled in a
black Cadillac and then whe n he was asked if Family had traveled in a black Cadi llac i n France he said "I dunno, that ' s the
bus ine ss s ide of t h i ng s , i s n't it?"
Trouble is it's getting difficult to write anything interesting
about Family. For a year we called them ''greatly underrated,"
then it was "emerging as major talent," and for the past year
it ' s been "up and corning" and more recently "well established."
You could say, like Disc did: "Suddenly one of the most popular
bands has crashed through with a magnificent piece of musical
development." Or "this time the group and audience were right
for each other--- loud and vociferous." You could say all that
except it's all been said before. And anyway, it sticks in the
throat a bit. Family are sort of evil. They don ' t smile much on
stage. They don't look like they're enjoying themselves. And
the violinist- bassist fellow, John Wieder, sometimes even turns
his back on the audience during a solo.
But the group sells records. Maybe they'd sell even more if
Chapman cooled off a bit and stopped being so free and easy
with the mike stands. Like that time in New York in April · '69
at the Fillmore East .

UK Issue
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The Nice and Ten
Years After were
on the bill as
well. The Nice
extended an already long set
with a 25-minute
encore until
Keith Emerson
kicked his organ
stool off the
edge of the stage
and hit somebody
in the teeth.
Then Family came
on. Chapman,
looking like an
epileptic, banged
his way through
three tambourines. The Billboard reporter
didn't like it.

"Family," he
wrote, "with all
the woes of an
embryonic rock
group still getting together in
a neighborhood
ij garage on Saturday mornings nevertheless brought
Roger Chapman of Family: they ' re tops in Britain, to the Fillmore
East the erratic
don't even have a US label
and frightening
voice of Roger
Chapman. Shrill as a bagpipe and trembling like the eerie vibrato of an Irish folkchant, Chapman ' s penetrating wail . . .
threatened the sanity and security of every timid soul. Unfortunately, the quintet soon tumbled into ineptitude, addling insult to injury as Chapman slapped kicked and finally heaved the
microphone in a pretentious fit of showmanship." Pheew. Chapman's voice sometimes gets you like that in the end. Now if
that writer had been backstage, as was Tony Gourvish, then Family's assistant manager and now the full manager ....

* * * * * * * * * * * *

"Warners, who we'd signed with --- probably one of the first
British progressive bands to be signed to an American company --had done a good job promoting the first album," says Gourvish. "There was this huge billboard on the Strip saying
'Family: Music in A Dolls House.' Everything looked cool. Dolls
House had become a very underground album in L.A. and the stations were plugging it. We should have toured the States at
that point but it got put off. So we waited till the second album was out, Family Entertainment, and it was bubbling under in
Billboard. Everything, we thought, was cool.
"Then the day before the Filmore gig, Ric Grech, who we knew

had been knocking around with Eric Clapton, told us he'd been
asked to join Blind Faith. Ric was paranoic. We'd been friends
for years and he didn't want to let the band down. And going to
the Fillmore for your debut knowing that the bass player is
leaving and not knowing whether the group will carry on • .
wel~ that's a downer . . . I had to virtually prop Ric up
aga1nst the amps he was so paranoic about leaving everybody in
the lurch and at the same time not wanting to turn down Eric
Clapton.
"The gig started and people were amazed. I felt this
strongly . . . that people were asking themselves 'is this shit
or real good.' • • • At the end of the set Roger was uptight
about not getting feedback from the audience and from knowing
they'd played a bad set that was rushed and violent. He picked
up the mike stand and flung it to the side of the stage. Where
Bill Graham was sounding. Well, Bill goes berserk. Roger isn't
even looking where he threw it. He's still standing stiff on
stage eyes, looking out front."
Graham took Family's name off the marquee like he did with the
Nice after the seat incident, and said Family would never play
there again. Backstage and in the audience were promoters,
agents and hustlers having their first look at the latest British import. They didn't like what they saw. Some of the British
businessmen present cooled off Graham and told him that Family
really were a big name back home, and please give them another
chance. He did, and Family played the second house. But the
word was around that Family meant trouble.
Being Family's first time in America, they didn't understand
what air conditioning can do to a throat. Chapman woke up the
next day in his hotel with no voice at all. So the second gig
i~ ~osto~ was done as an instrumental show. Then Chapman, unfam7l1ar w1th the ways of some New York girls, lost his passport.
R1c Grech soon left and John Wieder, who after leaving the Animals had been doing session work in L.A. joined and finished
off the tour. Everybody, says Gourvish, was telling them to go
back to Britain.
Back on home ground Family continued to
be one of the hardest worked bands
around, steadily building up a dedicated
following. A new agent for America was
fixed. Everything worked out fine the
next tour. The reviews were kinder. The
promoters reasonably happy. Family even
played the Fillmore West.
But the album, A Song For Me, wasn't
selling. They were getting some airtime
and ads; like one Warner-Reprise effort
which didn ' t help Family's sweet image,
says Gourvish, by connecting the group
in an indirect way with Charles Manson.
This was in February, 1970, and people,
fans and in the trade, were beginning to
realize that British bands weren't necessarily good just because they had
funny accents.
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Back to Britain again and Fami ly ke pt going, earning between
£10,000 and £20,000 in a two-month spell in Britain and Europe.
A third tour of America was set up. No British bookings for the
tour period were accepted. Pass ports , visas, work permit, all
checked out. Two weeks before they were due to leave, says
Gourvish, the tour was·called off from America. It seemed like
a case of inter-agency politics, a nd Gourvish is now involved
in legal action over the cancellat ion. Dates had been fixed in
America and promoters were fed up with another Family fuckup.
Gourvish went to L.A. to talk wi th the chiefs of WarnerReprise. "I told them they didn 't seem to be enthusiastic about
the band. They were really n i ce about it and said, 'Fair
enough, we'll let you out of your contract.' We'll never leave
Warner-Reprise in Europe because they do a great job and we've
established a good relationship. They're enthusiastic about the
band."
So, free if they wanted to be from Warner-Reprise in America.
Gourvish opened talks with other record companies. He wanted a
$40,000 advance, which is perhaps high ($20,000 is normal for a
British band big at home but unestablished in America) but not
exorbitant.
"I've talked with every major record company in America." says
Gourvish. "None of them has said that the advance is too high.
After all, we've sold highly respectable quantities of albums
in Britain." (On the other hand, Song For Me only sold about
12,000 copies in America. Which must be the largest discrepancy
ever.) "The record companies' reactions were all the same,"
says Gourvish. "Great, they said, then three weeks later the
answer is 'No, we don't want it.' Now I am beginning to think
this is a bit suspicious. Looks to me like somebody somewhere
is putting the spoke in.

CHARLIE
WHITNEY
~fadwt
Together with singer Roger Chapman,
guitarist John "Charlie" Whitney was
Family.
Born Richard John Whitney on June 24, 1944, in North Yorkshire, Whitney was a show-biz kid and was very active in the Leicester music
scene by the mid- '60s. He started an R&B group (the Farinas) as a
teenager, and even ran a small talent agency for the locals.
Family was the final stage in an evolution of bands founded by Whitney, an evolution in both personnel and style. Over eight LPs and six
years, Family continued to evolve and set the standard for truly
"progressive" rock music .

The situation at present is that Family, by any commercial
standards one of Britain's top ten groups, have no record label
in America --- apart from Warner-Reprise, technically. Meanwhile, scores of Britain's bottom-of-the-barrel groups
(commercialy) do have American record contracts.

Although Whitney was Family's guitar player, his image was in direct
contrast to other guitar slingers of that or any other period . He took
solos, but most of the time he preferred to an c hor the song with solid
guitar work, whether that was acoustic o r elec tric. In many lineups,
he allowed the bass playe rs ... John We ide r, John Wetton and Jim
Cregan ... to step forward with lea d guitar work . Whitney 's lead playing, base d in standard blues a nd R&B, was satisfying; but that which is
most nota b le Is his song wrltlng.

Family, meanwhile, are still packing the concert halls, getting
unsolicited press coverage every couple of months. They will
keep on working in Britain at full steam. You don't become rich
on British record sales. The 35 cents wh i ch Gourvish says the
group gets per album is split six ways . "We don't want to become monsters in America, just to be a ble to play to four or
five thousand each night. We'd like to mean the same in America
as, say, Steve Miller o r Quicks ilve r over here."

Put simply, Family 's body of work was Roger Chapman's words
matched to the music of Charlie Whitney. Whitney will usually downplay his writing as basic ideas that were developed by the band as a
whole, but when taking into account the range of styles over Family' s
eight LPs and numerous singles, this is a heck of an impressive
achievement.

•••••••••
•

•
•
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JOHN WETTON- Official U.K. Information Magazine- Write to JOHN
WETTON INFO, P.O. Box 1041 , Oxford, OX4 2YT, UK. Subscriptions are •
£8 (UK), £10 (Europe), £1 2 (elsewhere) for four issues per year. Payments by cheque/PO/IMO In £UK to "John Wetton Info." Cash in
£UK by registered mall also accepted.
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Chappo and Charlie continued their partnership with the four-album
Streetwalkers in the mid- to late '70s. They haven't worked together
since. While Chapman has had a steady output of solo albums (14
originals and counting), Whitney has layed relatively low over the
past 20 years . He formed Axis Point with Eddie Hardin for two albums
in 1978 and 1980. He reportedly did some session work in the '89s, but
his casual acoustic blues and bluegrass outfit, Los Racketeeros, didn't
have a CD release until the self-produced, self-titled offe ring from
21

1995. A second LP, Electric Alibi, is expected before the end of 1999,
but it is unclear whether this will be credited to Los Racketeeros or to
Whitney alone.

WA: How long did the Roaring Sixties moniker last? Wasn't it hot playing in pin-striped suits?

He has been kind enough to answer some questions through the
post, so let's get to it.

CW: "Roaring '60s" lasted only a few months, as we were getting labelled as the band who made the "We Love the Pirates" record.
Those suits- QUE CALOR!

A few choice words from Charlie Whitney ...
Weaver's Answer: You were born in Skipton, N.
Yorkshire, but how did you end up in Leicester? Is it true that your parents were in the circus, or just a publicity story you came up with
for the release of Family Entertainment?
Charlie Whitney: It's true ... My parents, Joe
and Maidee Whitney, were in show business.
So I spent the first five years of my life on the
road, then I had to go to school so we settled
just outside of Leicester. This is the basis of the
song "Showbiz Joe" on Streetwalkers' first album.
WA: Please tell us about the "Farinas" days. Did the band ever play
outside of England?
CW: The "Farinas" played all over the Midlands and London, mostly at
the 100 club supporting Pretty Things, Graham Bond, [the] Art Woods,
etc.
WA: How did you first meet Roger Chapman?
CW: I first spoke to him at the Leicester Palais de Dance. I'd seen him
sing once and we needed a singer for a gig; he cou ldn't do it but
introduced me to another singer, ca. early-60s.
WA: Do you know what became of some of the early players, like
bassist Tim Kirchin or drummer Harry Ovenall? Is there a bit of a 'Pete
Best syndrome' linked to their leaving the Farinas/Family at such an
early stage?
CW: Tim Kirchin got married and moved to Brighton. 1 saw him a few
times in the '70s. Harry Ovenall still lives in Leicester and is involved in
antiques. He was sacked because Jimmy Miller (producer) didn't like
his drumming. Also he [Ovenall] said our original songs were crap.
22

WA: You recorded demos for Kim Fawley under that name ... any
chance we might find them some day? And don't worry, 1 already
asked Kim ...
CW: There's maybe some acetates around somewhere.
WA: We know of your guitar influences while you were starting out in
the Farinas (Chuck Berry, blues, etc.), but what influenced your songwriting once Family was getting together? The melody and composition are way beyond blues.
CW: In 1966-67 there was a whole lot of good music around. My influences were in folk/rock/raga/jazz. Lovin' Spoonful, Tim Buckley, Oscar
Brown Jnr. etc.
WA: Legend has it that when Family moved to London, they eventually shared a house with the Byrds. Can we imagine that you and
Roger McGuinn were giving each other lessons on 12-string guitar?
CW: We played our first gig abroad with the Byrds (Rome Festival
[May 1968]) and became friendly with them. So when they played in
London, some came round to our house in Chelsea - Gram Parsons,
Doug Dillard, Chris Hillman and the drummer ...
WA: In your opinion, was Jim King pleased with Family's "progressive"
direction? His playing style changed and he gave up the 1st cha ir
vocals to Roger.
CW: Jim didn't do too much talking -the dark, silent type.
WA: Do you agree that Family's sound was thickened with the addition of Poll Palmer?
CW: Maybe with the piano.
WA: Family's guest players in the early days included Nicky Hopkins
and Blue Weaver (on "Good Friend of Mine", or so he told me) .. Are
there any other instances of uncredited session men/women on Family records?
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CW: Blue Weaver is on "Good Friend of Mine" . Zoot Money (George
Bruno) is on "Love is a Sleeper" and "Song for Lots". Steve Winwood
plays Mellotron on "Scene Through the Eye of a Lens". Jim Capaldi,
Dave Mason and Chris Wood p lay percussion on it too.

reer. He also had roles in 1996's Evita and 1998 's Stitt Crazy.]

WA: Did you enjoy touring?
CW: I liked touring in short bursts, but really preferred recording.

WA : What was behind the p lanning of the Anyway album? It is not a
full-blown live album, yet it has all "new" songs on it.

wA: How did Streetwalkers concerts compare to those of Family?
Was there as much energy expended?

CW: We recorded the whole concert at Fairfield Halls, Croydon, but
only really liked the new songs.

CW: Just as much energy, I think, in both bands.

WA: Whose idea was it to get do Vinci's work for the Anyway cover?

WA : Have you had a chance to hear the remastered Family CDs?

CW: The band's.

CW: No.

WA: We know who got the job when Family needed new members.
Are there any auditions that d idn't pan out?

WA: What are your thoughts on reissuing the "missing" a lbums? Old
Songs New Songs, Chapman/Whitney Streetwalkers, Downtown Flyers, Streetwalkers Live?

CW: We did audition a lot of bass players before John Wetton got the
job.
WA: About Family's changes in personnel, you've said "every time we
change we've sort of come to the end of the thing with the guy that's
left". What about Wetton?
CW: John left to join King Crimson .. . first we knew was the cover of
Melody Maker.

CW: I think they shou ld all be out.
WA: What are the chances of seeing the two Axis Point a lbums reissued on CD?
CW: Eddie told me a couple of small labels were interested in releasing them, so maybe.
The double- neck Gibson . . . This little
red devil gave Family and Charlie
some extra charisma in the image
department. As legend has it. Fami ly
opened for Cream in 1967 and between sets, Eric Clopton offered to
take it off of Charlie's hands . Wh itney
politely declined.

WA: We've heard you play guitars, occasional bass and a little p iano 1 organ. How's Charlie Whitney behind a drum kit?
CW: In a word, useless- but I like programming drum machines.
WA: How about vocals .. . did you eve r sing with Family? Who is that
narrating in the song "It's Only a Movie "?

WA: When did you acquire this?

CW: Not until Los Racketeeros - "What Wil l Be," "What's Really You rs"
and "Burlesque." Tony Ashton narrates "It's Only a Movie."
WA : Can you imagine any another artist covering a Family/
Streetwalkers song?
CW: Jimmy Nail has just done a version of "My Friend the Sun" on his
new CD- haven't heard it yet!

CW: I spotted it in a Gibson catalogue, 1963. Ordered it with a 50% deposit. It finally arrived in 1964!
WA : Did you use the same one through all of the Family I Streetwalkers I Axis Point years?
CW: Yes.

[Jimmy Nail was an actor on British TV before launching a singing co24
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WA: Did it ever wear out, and do you still have it?

CW: Just the wild sound!.

CW: I still have it, with some different fittings- bridges, volume controls, etc.

WA: What model(s) did you use?

WA: The guitar's weight is definitely a down-side. What attracted you
to that kind of guitar?

CW: 1 have quite a few lap slides- Rickenbacker, National, Weissenborn acoustic and an Oahu, which was the one I used on stagethey're all six-strings.

CW: Very heavy- I'd been using a Levin 12-string with a De Armond
pick-up, so when I saw an electric 12-string, that was it. I'd been very
influenced by Leadbelly's playing.

WA: What kind of music do you listen to these days?
CW: All kinds of stuff- blues, rock, bluegrass, Hawaiian.

WA: Tell us something about the double-neck acoustic that is mentioned on the Los Racketeeros album. Sounds expensive!
CW: It was handmade for me by Robert Armstrong, a guitar maker in
Coventry. Sounds big and great- cost about $3,000.
Slide guitar ... another pioneering mark of
Whitney's guitar playing was his use of lapsteel to embellish his sounds. It can be heard
on such Family songs as "Hey Mr. Policeman," "Observations from a Hill." "Today"
and "Spanish Tide." He began using it even
more in the music of Streetwalkers and Axis
Point, while the Los Racketeeros album found
him playing acoustic slide almost exclusively.

CHARLIE WHITNEY'S LOS RACKETEEROS- the 1995 album Is available from JOHN WHITNEY, P.O. Box 9462, Wimbledon, London,
SW19 7ZA, UK. £10 CD or £7 cassette; Overseas- £15 CD or £10
cassette. UK cheques or International Money Order, made payable to "John Whitney." North American subscribers can contact
me (Patrick) for orders using U.S.$$.
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WA: Who were some slide players that influenced you?
CW: My influences were Blind Willie Johnson.
Muddy Waters, Elmore James, Earl Hooker,
etc. Low down dirty bluesl
WA: Well, I'd say that your slide playing has
gone way beyond blues ... you often use the flavors found in country
pedal steel and Dobro. Were you always playing lap-steel, or was it
ever slide on a regular six-string guitar?
CW: It's always been lap-steel -

no bottleneck.

WA: What influenced you to incorporate slide into the extreme rock
of Streetwalkers? It's not your typical rock'n'roll instrument.
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Graham, Donald and Jorg like to wash down their Weaver's
Answers with brews at the d.b.a. in New York City. Occasional
monthly "Family" meetings take place there. at 41 1st Ave
between 2nd and 3rd Streets.
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1971

Reprise

K14090
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1971

Re prise

K14090

UKIssue bla nk IIUt.k d tolls missing

1971

Re prise

K14090

UKIssue B side labels on 1>o t11sides

1971

Re prise

K14090

UK, Dutch. Ita lia n pte.

1971

Reprise

N6611

Portugese pte.

1971

Reprise

14090

Fre nch pic .

1971

Reprise

RE14090

Germa n pte.

1971

Reprise

FG30l66

Gree k Issue

1971

Reprise

Pl084R

Japa nese pic.

1971

United Artists

50832
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-
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A

Lay down easy, stars in my e yes. Try not telling too many lies
A

E

In My Own Time I Seasons

Wake up feeling, not foolish or wise. And life goes with me, no matter
what size
A

Family's first single in a year was released In July 1971. Charting to an
impressive #4, it was Family's strongest single, both in sales and on Its
own merit. The band was probably still coasting in popularity from
their excellent 3-song EP from the previous year, "Strange Band I The
Weaver's Answer 1 Hung Up Down," and not from the OLD SONGS
NEW SONGS compilation from just four months before. Luckily "In My
Own Time" put them right back where they deserved to be.

Now some seek Jesus, of flags they can wave. Won't touch nothing, unless
it's been saved
A

E

But I say your neighbor deserve s mu c h more fai lh. An s we r t o yourself
when you misbehave

Aa/C

Am/C

The A-side is one of Family's c atc hiest roc kers, and it's succinct, just as
a great single should b e. Th e song bursts out of nowhere with maximum Chappo, while the rest koops yo ur fo ot tapping . Great stuff
throughout .. . 12-string electri c guitar with c horusing, and a thumping
rhythm section reminiscent of "Part o f th o Load ."
"Seasons" is like so many othe r "pre tty " Family songs: the decoration
comes with some ragged e d ges. II Is one the better examples of
Fami ly's brand of country-influ enced music. This would fit really well
on the A SONG FOR ME album, but 90"/o of the playing in "Seasons" is
more together than anything they had tried before. Nice flat-picking
and some abrupt left turns as th e seasons change: winter Is marked
by haunting piano chords on the fade out.

Flm7

C2

A

You may think I'm wa s t i ng my t i me
B

D

A

Think what you think, you know I don't mind
D

E

D

G

But if yo u do n't pic k up wh a t I c hoose to find
A

I'll be with you in my own t ime . I'll
be with you in my ow n •. .
Bridge/Sol o :
- C - G

F

-

A

Mine is my fr eedom you l. ke , I' l l defy
Laugh till I'm t i red , • l oltJ l i ll I cry
Cause life is a mom n yon p as with a
sigh. Never come s b aok a u1 ·e aa yester-

day's by
(REPEAT CHORUS)

Ending:
A
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F

-

A

-

F

29

"Seasons"

FEEDBACK

Intro (harmonics noted under chords):
G

D

C-Am-G

(x2)

Yoooooh. Hi Patrick. Great# 5... the only problem Is that
the reading ends too soon. So you be a good boy and
keep putting out stuff like that. See you around, and
thanks for doing this! - A.L., london, UK

E--------------------~----------------

B - - - - -.1 2h
G-------12h
D-12h

7h--7h12h---7h----- - - - -

A - - - - - - - - - - - - - -----

E-----------------G

D

G

Keep up good work. P.S. Try Diesel Park West, another underestimated British band currently on action for about 10 years, dubbed
once "the greatest hope Leicester has spawned since Family" or something-sound familiar? - H.M, Osaka, Japan

D

I looked for the sun but it couldn't get through

c

D

G

Am

G

Grey clouds above had blocked out its view
D

G

Thanks, I did try some D.P. W. via the Internet.
A nice modern take on Byrdsy "West Coast Psychedella. "

D

G

By the sound in my ear, the rain was quite near

c

D

G

Am

G

Thanks for the new Weavers- I was always Intrigued by the ANYWAY tee shirt
that Roger wore around this time. It Is well known that he always used to say
'anyway' after each sentence/statement, etc.- so this may have been a piss
take and hence the album title. But who supplied the tee? Was there more
than a few of these? Questions that really need answering If these things are
of Interest after all these years - are we that sad or what? - D. E., Mansfield, UK

To color the fields green for the start of the year

c

C/B

Am

Now spring is approach i ng, I fee l it draw near
Dm

G

Em

The warmth is replacing the cold
C

Am

C/B

Em

Fim

The small ones awake fr o m the winter's cold break. Feel ing so bold
Solo (x2):
A

**

-

E

D

(x3)

c

B

{the following ad Is nearly a year old so check with Franck before ordering)

A

c

G

G

Hello. This Is my Family collection. You can make a price proposition. Payment can be done In U.S. cash (registered) or lnt'l Money Order. Franck Bonasso. 8 Place de !'Europe, 78120 Ramboulll t, France.

first of the month but the end of the May

c

F

G

Yes. We are.

c

Dm

The sun's golden shadows they lent from the day

c

c

G

LAMlJ.Y

G

It's harvesting time as I walk through the fields
C

G

F

C

Dm

The skies of the winter, the summer has killed
F

F/E -

Dm

Am

Gm

Am

Now summer is gone, left not a word. The dark nights quickly draw on
F

F /E -

Dm

Am

l)m

The wind blows the trees bare of thei r l e aves . Wint 1 '• h gun
E

-

Gt/D

45's
Me My Friend/Hey Mr. Polk umcm
Second Generation Woman/Hometown
Sat'd'y Barfly/Spanish Tide
Burlesque/111e llockln' ll's
Boom Bong/Stop This c w

llep1ise
Reprise
Reprise
Reprise
fluff

~\\'~

RQ!I

M·/M·
VG/VG
unplayed M/M
M/M
~lance
M/M
M/M
if lance? I

Reg[lse

UK

!

D~e~Jo )'Qy_

France
France
France
France

WOI/WOC

EP
$1rgng~ ~and[Weavel's[Hung

Ug Down

(piano chords, rep<titl 1tr1tl lttd ... )

LP's
Family Entertainment
Fearless
Bandstand

Reprise/Vogue
Reprise
R prise

Vicious But Fair
Streetwalkers (1975)

Ve1tlgo
r!lgQ

WEBSITES:
Strange Band: The Family We b site: http:// members.ao/.eom/ songforme
Roger Chapman Appreciation Soc ie ty : http://www.btinternet.coml c hoppo
Pat Boyette's Family Found and Sounds: http://www.ambroslaweb.com/ fomlly

SIHffiiil£81 ~ms

F1ance
France
UK

M/M
M/M
M-LM-

9102013
9102005

M/M
MlM

L~·~

UK

v

SRV6114
K54003
K54000

Franc~

also have Family "relallv\ls" 4~>'s <111d I P's: Welton, Linda Lewis, Charlie & Wideboys, Medicine Head, Cockney ll<Jll\ll, /\sill< HI c,mdner Dyke, etc.
30
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